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Abstract
We propose a new approach to video face recognition.
Our component-wise feature aggregation network (C-FAN)
accepts a set of face images of a subject as an input, and
outputs a single feature vector as the face representation
of the set for the recognition task. The whole network is
trained in two steps: (i) train a base CNN for still image
face recognition; (ii) add an aggregation module to the base
network to learn the quality value for each feature compo-
nent, which adaptively aggregates deep feature vectors into
a single vector to represent the face in a video. C-FAN au-
tomatically learns to retain salient face features with high
quality scores while suppressing features with low qual-
ity scores. The experimental results on three benchmark
datasets, YouTube Faces [39], IJB-A [13], and IJB-S [12]
show that the proposed C-FAN network is capable of gen-
erating a compact feature vector with 512 dimensions for a
video sequence by efficiently aggregating feature vectors of
all the video frames to achieve state of the art performance.
1. Introduction
Video-based face recognition has received increasing in-
terest in recent years as a growing number of videos are
continually being captured by mobile devices and CCTV
systems for surveillance. Due to requirements in law en-
forcement and the fact that videos contain rich temporal and
multi-view information, it is necessary to develop robust
and accurate face recognition techniques for surveillance
systems. Although the ubiquity of deep learning algorithms
has advanced face recognition technology for static face
images, video-based face recognition still poses a signifi-
cant research challenge. Compared to static photos which
are generally taken under controlled conditions (in terms of
pose, illumination, expression, and occlusion) and with sub-
ject’s cooperation, individual video frames have relatively
low image quality because of unconstrained capture
environments [12].
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Figure 1: Methods to aggregate identity information from a set of video
frames of the same person. Figure 1a: individual frames are merged (e.g.,
pixel wise pooling or generative model to obtain a fused image); Figure
1b: deep feature vector for each video frame is assigned a single weight,
Wi; Figure 1c: weighted average of feature components, where weights
(quality value) are learned by the same network which gives the feature
vector (see Figure 4)
There are two main challenges in face recognition in
surveillance videos. First, subjects captured by surveillance
cameras are usually moving without directly looking at the
cameras, leading to large pose variations and severe mo-
tion blur. Second, the video consists of multiple frames of
the same subject, providing both noisy frames with poor
quality and unfavorable viewing angles, but useful temporal
and multi-view information (see Figure 2d). Therefore, effi-
ciently using a set of frames to generate a compact face rep-
resentation is another challenge in video-based face recog-
nition.
State-of-the-art face recognition algorithms for still im-
ages strive to generate robust face representations by deep
neural networks trained on a large face dataset [28], [34],
[18], [33]. Although the problems of image blur, pose vari-
ations, and occlusions can be partially solved by data aug-
mentation [6] and ensemble convolutional neural networks
[6], [33], [17], such strategies may not be directly appli-
cable to video frames. Furthermore, the majority of exist-
ing deep face recognition approaches cast network predic-
tions as point estimates, which means every face image has
an explicit representation regardless of quality. However,
there are many noisy video frames with low facial infor-
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(a) MS-Celeb-1M [7] (b) YoutubeFaces [39] (c) IJB-A [13] (d) IJB-S [12]
Figure 2: Example images from different datasets. MS-Celeb-1M and YoutubeFaces contain only still images or video frames, respectively. IJB-A and
IJB-S include both still images and videos. The first columns of IJB-A and IJB-S show still images, followed by video frames of the respective subjects in
the next three columns.
mation content. For those frames, the corresponding face
representation should have lower reliability. Also, in many
practical surveillance applications, video clips of a range of
frames for each identity can be collected. It is crucial to
effectively integrate the information across different frames
together from frame-level features [19], [40] or raw input
frames [10], [25] by assigning each instance1 with an adap-
tive instance-level weight. However, since each component
of an instance encodes different subsets of facial features,
noise could also be integrated when we emphasize or sup-
press all components simultaneously.
In this work, we propose a new approach for video face
recognition by considering component-wise feature aggre-
gation. We cast video face recognition as a template (a set
of images from the same person) matching problem 2. Fig-
ure 1 shows the proposed component-wise feature aggrega-
tion, compared to the other two instance-level aggregation
methods. In component-wise aggregation, each component
of the feature vectors is aggregated separately by learning
the corresponding quality weight vectors as shown in Fig-
ure 1c. Based on the hypothesis that different covariates
only lead to a variation in a subset of deep feature com-
ponents, we train the network to predict an adaptive qual-
ity score for each deep feature component. The network
can be trained on a still image dataset (e.g. MS-Celeb-1M
[7], Figure 2a) with randomly generated templates. Dur-
ing testing, the features of each video or template are ag-
gregated independently on each component using the re-
spective quality scores. Experimental results on the IJB-
S dataset [12] as well as other template/video matching
benchmarks show that the proposed method significantly
boosts the performance compared with average pooling and
outperforms instance-level feature aggregation. The contri-
butions of the paper are summarized below:
• A component-wise feature aggregation network (C-
FAN) that aggregates each component of deep feature
1An image or a feature vector.
2The same setting as the IARPA Janus Benchmark [13]
vectors separately, leading to better representation for
video face recognition.
• The quality scores predicted by C-FAN correlate with
the visual image quality.
• Evaluating the proposed C-FAN on a challenging
surveillance dataset IJB-S [12]. Consequently, we
achieve state-of-the-art results on the five face iden-
tification protocols.
• We also attain comparable performance on the other
two face recognition benchmarks, YouTube Faces
[39], and IJB-A [13].
2. Related Work
2.1. Deep Face Recognition
Deep neural networks dominate the ongoing research in
face recognition [34], [32], [28], [22], [18], [9], [24], [36],
given their success in the ImageNet competition [14]. Taig-
man et al. [34] proposed the first face recognition applica-
tion using deep neural networks. The following works have
been exploring different loss functions to improve the dis-
criminability of the embedding vector. Wen et al. [38] pro-
posed center loss to reduce the intra-class variation. Other
work proposed new metric learning methods for face recog-
nition [28] [31]. More recent work has been trying to
close the gap between metric learning and identification
learning by learning classification on a spherical embedding
space [18] [36], [37], [24].
2.2. Video Face Recognition
Previous work on video face recognition can mainly be
categorized into three categories: space-based, classifier-
based method and aggregation-based. Space-based meth-
ods aim to model the feature space spanned by the in-
stances in the video, such as probabilistic distributions [29],
[1], affine hulls [29], [41], [3], SPD matrices [11], n-order
statistics [20] and manifolds [15], [8]. Classifier-based
methods train a supervised classifier on each image set or
video to obtain a representation [39], [5]. Because deep
convolution neural networks are shown to be able to lead to
highly discriminative compact face representations from a
collection of images, recent works on video face recogni-
tion mainly use an aggregation-based method to fuse a set
of feature vectors or images into a single vector. Compared
to previous methods as well as score-level fusion [2], aggre-
gation methods are more efficient in terms of both compu-
tation and storage. In particular, image-aggregation meth-
ods fuse a set of images to a single image [10], [25] for
feature extraction while feature-aggregation methods fuses
the features extracted from different images into one vector.
Although some feature-aggregation methods achieve good
performance by simply using an average pooling [6], [4], a
number of recent work has focused on fusing features with
visual qualities, such as detection score [23], or predicted
quality scores [19], [40], [26]. However, all of them only
consider an instance-level aggregation while our work tries
to aggregate the feature vectors in each component sepa-
rately.
3. Component-wise Feature Aggregation
3.1. Motivation
Having multiple frames of a face in a video clip can be
both advantageous and challenging at the same time. On the
one hand, multiple frames incorporate temporal and multi-
view information; on the other hand, large pose variations
and motion blur of the frames will incur data noise and may
impair the accuracy of video-based face recognition. There-
fore, a key issue is how to aggregate the rich information in
video frames to generate a face representation with stronger
discriminative power than of individual frames.
Hassner et al. [10] found that simply eliminating poor
quality frames will not necessarily help improve the face
recognition accuracy. One of the possible reasons is that
even poor quality frames carry some valuable information.
Efforts have been made to aggregate multiple frames into
one single image [10], [25]. A more straightforward so-
lution might be extracting a feature vector for each frame
and averaging the feature vectors to obtain a single video
representation, which is known as average pooling. Let
T = {I1, I2, · · · , IN} be a template of face images. As-
sume that each subject has a noiseless embedding µ, and a
feature vector of the ith image in the template T generated
by face representation model is
fi = µ+ i, (1)
where i is the noise caused by the variations in the image.
The template representation of average pooling can thus be
explained as
ravg =
1
N
∑
i
(µ+ i) = µ+
1
N
∑
i
i, (2)
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Figure 3: Heat map of the intra-class deep features extracted from the
feature embedding module of C-FAN on IJB-S dataset [12]. Instead of
original correlation values, we show their absolute values because we are
only interested in their magnitude.
where it assumes the expectation of noise E() = 0. If
the number of images N is big enough, the approximation
of expectation Eˆ() = 1N
∑
i i will converge to 0. How-
ever, the assumption cannot hold whenN is small. Previous
work [19], [40] attempts to solve this problem by learning
a weight scalar for each feature vector (referred to as in-
stance) and their template representation can formulated as:
rinst =
1
N
∑
i
wi(µ+ i) = µ+
1
N
∑
i
wii, (3)
where wi is the weight for the feature vector of the ith im-
age. Although it can reduce noise to some extent, it still as-
sumes that individual components of a feature vector have
correlated noise such that 1N
∑
i wiij <
1
N
∑
i ij for all j,
where j is the index of the jth feature component. However,
such assumption does not hold if each component contains
different amount of identity information and their noise val-
ues are weakly correlated to each other. In Figure 3 we
can observe that the intra-class correlations between indi-
vidual components (off-diagonal values) of the deep fea-
ture vectors are quite small (close to 0). This inspires us to
learn component-wise feature aggregation to further mini-
mize noise on each component. The proposed fusion will
generate different weights for each component of the deep
feature vectors, and each component of the template repre-
sentation is
rC−FANj = µj +
1
N
∑
i
wijij . (4)
The proposed method will make better use of the compo-
nents with more identity information instead of enhancing
or weakening the whole feature vector if different compo-
nents of a feature vector contain different identity informa-
tion.
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Figure 4: Framework of the proposed C-FAN.
3.2. Overall Framework
The overall framework of the proposed C-FAN is pre-
sented in Figure 4. C-FAN incorporates a base CNN model
for extracting face representation and a feature aggregation
module. The base model is first trained on a large scale face
dataset (MS-Celeb-1M [7]). Then we fix the base model
and train the aggregation module to learn the quality score
for each single feature component on the same dataset us-
ing a different objective function. The aggregation module
is attached to the last convolutional layer of the base model
as a second branch besides the feature extraction layer. The
features of a template are then pooled with the component-
wise quality scores into a compact feature vector.
3.3. Feature Aggregation Module
Let T = {I1, I2, · · · , IN} be a template of face images.
Notice that N here is not a fixed number but changes with
template size. Let H(·) denote deep convolutional layers
before the feature extraction layer, and F(·) denote the fea-
ture extraction layer. The feature map of ith image in the
template is generated by: H(Ii) = mi, whose feature vec-
tor is then extracted by: F(mi) = fi, where fi is a D-
dimensional feature vector. The corresponding quality vec-
tor is obtained by Q(mi) = qi, where Q(·) is the feature
aggregation module, and qi has the same dimension D as
the feature vector. The quality vectors are then normalized
with a softmax operator. Formally, given a set of quality
vectors {q1,q2, . . . ,qN}, the jth component of the ith vec-
tor is normalized by:
wij =
exp(qij)∑N
k=1 exp(qkj)
(5)
The final face representation of a template is obtained
by pooling the feature vectors using the normalized quality
vectors
r =
N∑
i=1
fi wi, (6)
where  represents the operation of element-wise multipli-
cation. The aggregated feature vector of a template r has the
same dimensionality as a single face image frame extracted
by the embedding module.
3.4. Training C-FAN
Given a pre-trained CNN for face feature extraction, C-
FAN adds an aggregation module to the original network
to predict the quality for each component. Unlike previous
work [40] which takes the feature vector as input, we use the
last feature map as the input of the aggregation layer since it
contains more information. The feature aggregation module
includes only one batch normalization layer and one fully
connected layer. The batch normalization layer is added
here to alleviate the difficulty of hyper-parameter tuning by
normalizing the input of the aggregation module. During
training, we fix the base CNN model and only update the
aggregation layer. That is, the new model only learns how
to aggregate the original features without changing them.
To train the aggregation layer, we use a template triplet loss,
where each triplet consists of three random templates. The
templates are randomly constructed online for each mini-
batch. The template features are obtained by Equation (6).
Online hard triplet mining is adopted and the loss function
is given by:
Ltriplet =
M∑
i=1
[α+ d(ra, r+)− d(ra, r−)]+, (7)
where M is the number of triplets, ra, r+ and r− are the
fused features of anchor template, positive template and
negative template, respectively. [x]+ = max{0, x}, α is
a margin parameter and d(·) is the squared euclidean dis-
tance.
4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets and Protocols
We evaluated C-FAN on three datasets including two
video face datasets, the IARPA Janus Benchmark – Surveil-
lance (IJB-S) [12], the YouTube Face datast (YTF) [39]; and
a template-based face dataset, the IARPA Janus Benchmark
A (IJB-A) [13].
IJB-S: The IJB-S dataset [12] is a new dataset re-
leased by IARPA for evaluating face recognition systems on
surveillance videos. The dataset includes 350 surveillance
videos spanning 30 hours in total, 5, 656 enrollment images,
and 202 enrollment videos. This dataset provides a number
of challenging face videos that are captured in real-world
environments with a variety of subject activities and inter-
actions. There are five 1:N face identification evaluations
(supporting both open- and closed-set evaluation) involv-
ing surveillance video, including (i) surveillance-to-still 3,
3”Still” refers to single frontal still images.
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Figure 5: Component-wise quality scores given by C-FAN for images of three subjects in the IJB-S dataset. Unnormalized quality scores are shown here for
fair comparison. In the plots, quality values are shown for each of the 512 components. Each column shows a high-quality photo, a medium-quality frame
and a low-quality frame from the same person, respectively.
(ii) surveillance-to-booking 4, (iii) Multi-view surveillance-
to-booking, (iv) surveillance-to-surveillance, and (v) UAV
5 surveillance-to-booking. In our experiments, we follow
all five identification protocols to evaluate our method. Be-
cause of the poor quality of the images in IJB-S, we are only
able to detect around 9M out of 16M faces. In the original
protocol of IJB-S, the recognition performance is normal-
ized by the detection rate [12]. However, since our work fo-
cuses on recognition and not detection, we do not follow the
original metric. Instead, we report the standard Identifica-
tion Rate (IR) and TPIR@FPIR6. Failure-to-enroll images
are ignored during feature aggregation. For templates that
do not contain any detected faces, we set its representation
as a zero-vector.
YTF: The YouTube Face dataset is a video face dataset
released in 2011 [39]. It contains 3, 425 videos of 1, 595
different subjects. The number of frames in the YTF face
videos ranges from 48 to 6, 070, and the average number of
frames is 181. Compared with IJB-S, the media of YTF is
more photojournalistic [12]. In experiments, we follow the
1:1 face verification protocol with the given 5, 000 video
pairs.
IJB-A: IJB-A[13] is a template-based unconstrained
face recognition benchmark. Although its images present
similar challenges as IJB-S, the templates in the IJB-A in-
clude images from mixed media sources, with average im-
age quality being better than IJB-S. The benchmark pro-
vides template-based 1:1 verification and 1:N identifica-
tion protocols. IJB-A contains 500 subjects with a total
of 25, 813 images, and has been widely used by a number
of both still image and video-based face recognition algo-
rithms.
4The ”booking” reference template comprises the full set of images
captured of a single subject at enrollment time.
5UAV is a small fixed-wing unmanned aerial vehicle that was flown to
collect images and videos.
6True positive identification and false positive identification rate.
4.2. Implementation Details
Pre-processing: We employ a facial landmark detection
algorithm MTCNN [42] to detect and align all faces in train-
ing and testing. Each face is cropped from the detected face
region and resized to 112×96 pixels using a similarity trans-
formation based on the detected five facial landmarks.
Training: We first train a base CNN model on a cleaned
version7 of MS-Celeb-1M dataset [7] to learn face recogni-
tion of still images, for which we adopts the Face-ResNet
(DeepVisage) architecture [9]. The component-wise qual-
ity module is then trained on the same training dataset using
the template triplet loss. The parameters of the aggregation
layer are optimized using stochastic gradient descent with
a momentum of 0.9 and a weight decay of 0.01. Gaussian
blur and motion blur are randomly applied to augment the
training data. We set α = 1.0. Each mini-batch samples
240 images of 80 templates from 20 random subjects, 3 im-
ages per template. The module is trained for 4, 000 steps in
all. All these hyper-parameters are chosen by testing on a
validation set, which is a small subset of IJB-S. All the ex-
periments are conducted on a Nvidia Geforce GTX 1080 Ti
GPU. The average feature extraction speed on this GPU is
1ms per image. After training on MS-Celeb-1M, the feature
network and aggregation module are applied to the testing
datasets without fine-tuning.
4.3. Baseline
We compare the proposed component-wise pooling with
the other two pooling types, average pooling and instance-
level pooling, in particular we compare between three meth-
ods:
• Average directly applies the average pooling to the
base CNN features to generate the template represen-
tation.
7https://github.com/AlfredXiangWu/face_
verification_experiment.
Probe Retrieved Ground-truth
Figure 6: Examples of failed templates on the IJB-S dataset. The first two rows show the failure cases from ”surveillance-to-surveillance” protocol. The last
two show the failure cases from ”surveillance-to-booking” protocol. Because of space limit, we only show 5 randomly selected images for each template.
• Instance is trained similarly as C-FAN, but it only out-
puts one quality scalar for each image and aggregates
the base CNN feature at the instance-level.
• C-FAN generates a quality vector for each image and
does component-wise aggregation.
After the aggregation, cosine similarity is used to compare
the template representations.
4.4. Qualitative Analysis on IJB-S
To explore the relationship between visual quality and
the quality scores generated by C-FAN, we visualize
the component-wise quality scores of images from IJB-S
dataset. Figure 5 shows the images of three subjects with
the corresponding 512-dimensional quality vectors. We can
observe that images with high visual quality have higher
quality scores than those with low visual quality. The im-
ages with motion blur, occlusion, and deformity tend to be
assigned with negative quality values. We also observe that
each component of a deep feature vector presents different
response to the noise in images.
Figure 6 shows some failure examples of face iden-
tification on IJB-S dataset. For the “Surveillance-to-
Surveillance” protocol, both probe templates and gallery
templates are frames from surveillance videos, making it
very difficult to discriminate identities from the images with
such low quality and significant variations. However, we
observe that the proposed C-FAN tends to retrieve templates
with good visual quality. The ground-truth images are more
blurry than the retrieved ones in the top two rows of Fig-
ure 6. Even though probe frames have low visual quality
in the “Surveillance-to-booking” protocol, we can still ob-
serve some facial patterns shared by the probe and the re-
trieved templates, e.g., the same hair style, the blurry cap
and the hair bang.
4.5. Quantitative Analysis on IJB-S
Table 1 reports identification results on IJB-S dataset.
We compare C-FAN with average pooling and instance-
level aggregation. Both instance-level aggregation and C-
FAN outperforms average pooling on almost all protocols
of IJB-S, showing that the features aggregated by quality
weights are more discriminative than by simply comput-
ing the mean representations. Furthermore, compared with
instance-level aggregation, C-FAN achieves higher identifi-
cation rates on most of the protocols, showing the advan-
tage of the aggregating different features components sepa-
rately. With the expectation of the Multi-view protocol, the
performance of our model on IJB-S dataset is significantly
lower than on other datasets (See Section 4.6), showing that
this dataset is indeed much more challenging. Notice that
the open-set TPIR of “UAV Surveillance-to-booking” are
all 0%. This is because 29 out of 79 probe templates are
empty (no faces detected) and thus it is impossible to con-
trol the FPIR under 36.71%.
4.6. Performance Comparison on YTF and IJB-A
Table 2 and Table 3 report the results of C-FAN, the cor-
responding baseline methods, and other state-of-the-art on
YTF and IJB-A, respectively. C-FAN achieves the best per-
formance on YTF dataset. In particular, C-FAN outper-
forms the state-of-the-art algorithm NAN [40] by 0.78%
and QAN by 0.33%. On IJB-A dataset, C-FAN achieves
the best performance on 1:1 verification and open-set iden-
tification tasks, compared to previous methods. It can be
seen that C-FAN outperforms NAN by 3.49% at 0.1% FAR,
and by 5.18% at 1% FPIR, respectively. Notice that the
gaps between C-FAN and two baseline pooling methods are
relatively small. This is because the images in YTF and
IJB-A datasets are not typical video frames from real-world
Table 1: Performance comparisons on IJB-S dataset.
Test Name Method Closed-set (%) Open-set (%)Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10 1 % FPIR 10 % FPIR
Surveillance-to-still
Average 47.93 58.86 63.20 15.22 21.77
Instance 49.57 59.58 64.07 16.48 23.14
C-FAN 50.82 61.16 64.95 16.44 24.19
Surveillance-to-booking
Average 49.31 59.92 64.44 26.27 27.05
Instance 51.14 61.43 65.37 26.64 28.16
C-FAN 53.04 62.67 66.35 27.40 29.70
Multi-view Average 92.57 97.52 99.01 58.42 77.72
Surveillance-to-booking Instance 94.55 99.01 99.50 61.39 83.17C-FAN 96.04 99.50 99.50 70.79 85.15
Surveillance-to-Surveillance
Average 9.38 17.44 22.14 0.03 0.54
Instance 8.90 16.61 21.38 0.06 0.54
C-FAN 10.05 17.55 21.06 0.11 0.68
UAV Average 1.27 8.86 13.92 0.00 0.00
Surveillance-to-booking Instance 5.06 11.39 15.19 0.00 0.00C-FAN 7.59 12.66 20.25 0.00 0.00
Table 2: Verification performance on YouTube Face dataset,
compared with baseline methods and other state-of-the-art
methods.
Method Accuracy (%) Method Accuracy (%)
EigenPEP [16] 84.8± 1.4 DeepFace [34] 91.4± 1.1
DeepID2+ [33] 93.2± 0.2 Wen et al. [38] 94.9
FaceNet [28] 95.52± 0.06 DAN [25] 94.28± 0.69
NAN [40] 95.72± 0.64 QAN [19] 96.17± 0.09
Average 96.36± 1.01 Instance 96.42± 0.95
C-FAN 96.50± 0.90
surveillance scenarios and environments. Most images in
these datasets contain rich information for face recognition.
Thus, a smaller improvement is expected for quality-aware
feature aggregation.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a component-wise feature ag-
gregation network (C-FAN) for video face recognition. It
adaptively predicts quality values for each component of a
deep feature vector and aggregates the most discriminative
components to generate a single feature vector for a set of
face images. We empirically demonstrate that the quality
scores predicted by C-FAN fit the visual quality of images
and are also beneficial in template representation by retain-
ing discriminative components of feature vectors. Our fu-
ture work will explore an aggregation network that com-
bines different levels of fusion.
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